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COVER STORY: VSAG diver Alex Talay along with 
proprietor of Melbourne Dive Services, Dick 
Whittaker, seen diving the famous Lady on the 
Wreck of the President Coolidge. This photo was 
taken by Keith Jensen whilst visiting the Island of 
Espirito Santo, Vanuatu 1983.

v •

The Victorian Sub-Aqua Group was founded in 
1954 and has continued as a strong and active 
diving club since that time. It is incorporated 
as a non profit company and has no 
commercial affiliation with any organisation.

VSAG is committed to the preservation of 
independant diving freedom. It believes that 
divers must take a responsible attitude toward 
the protection and preservation of the marine 
environment but as a general rule is opposed 
to leglislative measures that place prohibitive 
limitations and restrictions on diving 
activities.

Regular functions provide an opportunity for 
members, friends and families to socialise. 
Each month VSAG meets at North Melbourne 
Football Club where bar facilities are available 
prior to and after the General Meetings.
Visitors are very welcome - smart casual wear 
essential.

.
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EDITORIAL

5there were

(♦Required to stand down by notation).
Mick, Alex, Fiona and Doug were the successful nominees.

Nominees were Mick Jeacle* 
Alex Talay* 
Fiona Bruce 
Doug Catherall 
Barry Truscott*

this issue we touch on some topical 
somewhat contraversial issues 

size and baq limits

I forget how long Barry has been on the committee, but it must be 
at least 10 years. During that time Barry has held a number of 
positions including Safety Officer and Assistant Newsletter 
Editor - the latter being a quite demanding role as it involves 
the total distribution process for Fathoms and the maintenance

In this editorial I would like to welcome Fiona and Doug to the 
committee and pay a special tribute to Barry Truscott who did not 
get back on and Des Williams who retired from the committee.

At the Annual General Meeting in September 
nominations to fill the 4 committee vacancies.

With summer approaching and a busy dive 
calendar planned members are advised to 
ensure that they fully understand and 
comply with Fisheries and Wildlife 
Regulations and the Clubs own rules 
regarding club safety procedures. These 
are published in this issue.

In 
and somewhat contraversial 
namely: size and baq limits for 
crayfish and abalone and the proposals 
to tighten regulations for diving 
activities in the Port Phillip Heads 
Areas.

o
° ?O 
uX o
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In this

awarded

very
; no

and 
and

served as President SDF Delegate and Public 
and in all

Barry's 
considerable 
nonsense 
great value to the Club.

his involvement has lessened in recent years due to other 
remember a time when a weekend would not go by 

His 
are

Whilst 
commitments, I remember a time when a weekend would not go 
without Barry carting a boat load of divers off for the day. 
recent completion of his new house and trip to the Solomons 
sure to rekindle his eagerness to really get back into it.

very extensive diving experience together with his 
knowledge of boating and diving matters and his 

common sense approach to committee business has been of

Des also
Officer, and in all of these roles he gave a great 
dedication and commitment.
on his roles with a passion and in terms of time and energy 
he has devoted to the Club there would be very few if 
could match him over the Clubs history.

Relations 
deal of

I think its fair to say that Des took 
that 

any who

involvement in
to committee

This was recognized some years ago when Barry was awarded Life 
Membership of the Club, not only for this committee work but 
also for his long serving generosity to the Club in giving his 
time and his boat so other members could enjoy great diving.

A characteristic common to both Barry and Des's 
the committee was their level headed approach 
matters and their priority in keeping members interests foremost 
at heart.

and updating of the Club's mailing list. In this role Barry 
received great assistance from his family particularly Marie 
Samantha to whom the Club expresses its sincere thanks 
appreciation.

Des Williams is another long time server or perhaps sufferer of 
the committee. I say sufferer because Des was Newsletter Editor 
for many years and was responsible for changing the format of 
Fathoms and developing it into the much improved style that 
latter editors have followed. Of course when Des was editor we 
produced 11 issues a year not 6 as at present and the editors 
role included many additional tasks. Like Barry, Des received a 
great deal of help from Julie in the typesetting and compiling a 
thankless task but I'm sure never too late to say thanks again.
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articles

Alex 
the

for Fathoms. F 
the year how about a

most of it organized by a 
; an alleged 

the

Once again I'm going to have to make an appeal for more 
for Fathoms. Now that we are approaching the more active part of 

few good stories from members please.

on his two years as President.   J  
Club well and though his very innovative wine sales campaign 

: ‘ - 1L___  Congratulations also to

In concluding this part of the editorial may I congratulate Mick 
Cc"12 on his two years as President. Mick has certainly lead

It is a fact that there are many fisherman both professional and 
amateur who regard divers as a bloody nuisance. Not to mention 
the more sensitive view of some professional interests who see 
amateur divers as a threat to their livelihood. Then of course 
there are Ports and Harbours Authorities who realise the 
potential dangers to divers and other small boat operators when 
they are in areas close to shipping. It is well recognized that 
the comments from the particular commercial operator are tainted 
with commercial opportunism. For some interests in the diving 
fraternity a total ban on non-registered commercial charter 
diving in certain areas would be sweet victory. Alternatively 
the imposition of very tight rules and regulations that would be 
generally impractical for Club divers to meet would offer the 
same end result.

this issue we do have some great material from Mick and 
more articles about

Jeacle 
the F 
has greatly improved the Clubs finances. C_. 
Don Abell on his appointment as the new President.
There has been recent publicity, Fnuiou ui xu uiy< 
particular commercial charter diving operator about 
incidence involving divers and shipping movements in the Port 
Phillip Heads area. Such stirring and the tone in which a lot of 
it has been written does absolutely nothing constructive for 
divers but rather fuels the contempt for which many groups of 
people already have towards our sport.

In
about the Solomons but we still need 
local diving scene.
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Editor

NEW V.S.A.G. COMMITTEE

Committee Members:

V.S.A.G. committee positions were decided at the Annual 
Committee Meeting held on the 20th September:-

Don Abell 
Mick Jeacle 
Paul Tipping 
Ross Luxford 
John Goulding 
Mick Jeacle 
Jeanette Large 
Pat Reynolds 
Alex Talay 
Doug Catherall

V.S.A.G does not condone any diving practice which could place 
its divers in dangerous situations and the completely unnecessary 
views being expressed by certain individuals does not help diving 
in any way. As we have found on many occasions a commercial 
charter boat with 12 or more divers on board presents a greater 
risk of retrieving divers when they bob up all over the place 
than 3 boats each with four divers. Commercial dive charters have 
their place but they are by no means infallible.

President:
Vice President:
Secretary: 
Treasurer: 
Newsletter Editor: 
Assistant Editor: 
Social Secretary: 
Property Officer: 
Safety Officer: 
Points Scorer:
Public Relations Officer: John Goulding
S.D.F. Delegates: Deferred pending evaluation

of whether S.D.F. can best 
represent and serve the 
interests of V.S.A.G. 
John Lawler 
Fiona Bruce 
Igor Chernichov
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COMMITTEE NEWS
at

(See

Cash reserves of the Club at September were $5,625.80.
andNo

The 1988/89 committee meeting venues will be as follows.

J. Goulding

John Goulding 
relating to 
Heads area.

October 
November 
January 
February 
March 
April 
May 
June 
July 
August 
September

to 
be

J. Large
R. Luxford
M. Jeacle
P. Reynolds
A. Talay
J. Lawler
D. Catherall
I. Chernichov
P. Tipping
J. Goulding
D. Abell

Committee positions were filled at the September meeting, 
separate notice).

final decision was made regarding the Christmas function 
new venues were being considered.

I discussed the proposed changes to the conditions 
recreational diving activities in the Port Phillip

The following items are a summary of the major issues raised 
the August and September committee meetings.
A new wine will be available for sale through the Club at $98 per 
dozen with $12 proceeds to be rebated back to the Club. 
Arrangements will be made for the new wine to be available 
between October and December.

A vote of thanks to retiring President Mick Jeacle was moved by 
the committee also to Barry Truscott and Des Williams for their 
contribution to the committee.
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a

The
minimum size.

on

obtained when

DON’T LET YOUR CATCH, CATCH YOU!
by John Goulding

There 
where

Infringement of size and bag limitations can mean confiscation of 
equipment (including boat) and heavy fines.

or 
11cm

i or 
both

maximum permissible quantity for abalone is 10 per diver and 
these also must be above a

abalone depending 
absolute safe side always use

It is also quite possible for innocent divers or boat owners to 
be penalized by the actions of others, so it is everyones 
responsibility to ensure full compliance with the laws.*

Members are reminded that they must possess current amateur 
fishing licenses to take crayfish and a bag limit of 4 per day 
applies.

A simple measuring device can be made from either metal 
plastic or alternatively cut a notch in your diving knife 
along the blade.

Note: Details of how to measure crayfish can be 
obtaining fishing licenses.

As you maybe prosecuted for removing undersize crayfish 
abalone from the water the 11cm rule should be applied to I 
whilst UNDERWATER.

are 3 different minimum sizes for 
you get them. To be on the 

the greatest minimum size (11cm.).

There are also size limitations for both male and female, and 
closed season will apply on all crayfish until 19th November.
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LETTER FROM C.I.G. MEDISHIELD

August 25, 1988

3199.
Dear Sir,

Yours faithfully, 
C.I.G. MEDISHIELD

to 
and 

with the request that they
Whilst we 
communicate 
bring this matter to their attention, 
advise their members accordingly.

We wish to draw to your attention the dangers that exist for 
divers who use Compressed Medical Oxygen for water decompression 
or recompression therapy, as the breathing of Oxygen at pressures 
greater than atmospheric pressure renders the user liable to a 
real risk of having an Oxygen convulsion.

In association with 
Adelaide Hospital, i 
attached), 
outlets,

The Secretary,
Victorian Scuba-Aqua Group, 
14 Nuria Court, 
FRANKSTON. VIC.

believe the misuse is only minor, we have chosen 
with all of the major diving clubs in Australia

We bring this matter to your attention as we are aware of an 
increase in demand for Compressed Medical Oxygen from divers and 
we are concerned at the potential risk to their health through 
misuse.

i the Hyperbaric Medicine Unit at Royal 
we have drawn up a simple guideline (copy 

which will be displayed at relevant CIG retail 
explaining the dangers of misuse and critical points to 

note when using Compressed Medical Oxygen.
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GUIDELINES FOR THE SALE OF COMPRESSED MEDICAL OXYGEN TO DIVERS

When administering Oxygen it is important to:
is1.

the

2.

Carefully record the periods of Oxygen breathing;3.
Carefully record the patient's response to Oxygen.#4.

WARRNAMBOOL
MELBOURNE CUP WEEKEND 28TH OCTOBER - 1ST NOVEMBER

ORGANIZER - MICK JEACLE, (059) 71 2786

Ensure 
nothing 
cigarettes);

pressure 
i Oxygen

n 
ii

ii

ii 
ii 
ii 
n 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii 
ii

ii

iiii
ii

ii ii

!!
ii ii 
!!

It 
aid 
required in 
embolism.

Compressed Medical Oxygen is sold to divers on the basis that it 
is used for first-aid at atmospheric pressure and is NOT used in 
water decompression or recompression therapy.

The Club will be staying at the Fig Tree Caravan 
Park in Warrnambool. Cabins and on-site vans have 
been booked.
To secure your place please ensure that $20.00 deposit 
is paid by the October General Meeting - 20th October.

Breathing Oxygen at pressures greater than atmospheric | 
renders the user liable to a real risk of having an 
convulsion. This is further enhanced by being in the water.

that the area is well ventilated and that there 
burning in the immediate vicinity (including

Ensure that the patient breathes air for 5 minutes after 
each 25 minutes on Oxygen (unless the divers’ condition 
deteriorates when taken off Oxygen);

should be understood that the breathing of Oxygen is a first- 
measure and must never by substituted for the recompression 

cases of decompression sickness or arterial gas
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MEDIA WATCH
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Ironclad vessel in port
after historic voyage
12 April 1171

J

i

The Age, 12/4/88 
Submitted by Jane Bowman 

(a.b. Ocean Divers)

complin 
Panter i 

.1 and 
Ting c

>ntinu< 
first 

r for <

and throv
was never mot

at any Hr 
s Interest

Captain Panter: celebrated their 
arrival with champagne.

deck. Everyone on board was convinced 
she would capsize. It Is a wonder she did 
not; she had 1900 tons above the water
line and only 1800 below It.

At Malta, two-thlrds of the crew went 
on a drinking spree, and as a result Cap
tain Panter left 25 of them behind In 
prison. He says he was not sorry. He 
found his sails useless, therefore he did 
not need as many men.

In the Red Sea the heat was unbear
able, pitch boiled through planking on 
the deck and the iron sides could not be 
touched. The thermometer stood at 
130 degrees. In Batavia It seemed even 
worse, and everything aboard ship was 
mildewed.

However, there were some good 
points. Captain Panter bought no fresh 
meat on the way out. the men eating 
Australian preserved meat, which was 
excellent. His engines worked admira
bly and throughout the voyage there 

ore lhnn a IP-minute stot>. 
trip page at any time.
Ide. H Is Interesting that tn combat not a 
She single person Is shown to the enemy, 

|. there are voice pipes and telegraphs 
leading to every pan of the ship and the 
Cerberus can present to the enemy a 
surface Impregnable to any but the best
class artillery In lhe world. She cost 
LHO,000. of which this colony will pay 
X25.000.

I I Port Phillip. She Is the first 
J2L -LL Ironclad, unassisted, Io cir
cumnavigate the globe. As she made her 
triumphant entry to the port of Mel
bourne, Hobson's Bay absolutely came 
alive.

According to The Argus': The boys 
of HMVS Nelson crowded into the rig
ging of their ship and made the air ring 
with peals of boyish cheers ... nearly 
every vessel In the bay hastened to add 
the compliment of dipping colors." Cap
tain Panter dropped anchor at precisely 
1 pm and Immediately celebrated with 
frothing champagne.

"II is four years," continues The Ar
gus*. "since we got the first intimation 
that we should have her for our protec
tion and at last she Iles at anchor In our 
waters, one of the most powerful vessels 
for harbor protection In the world.”

Built at Jarrow-on-Tyne, she is 335 
feet overall. 45 ft beam. 2108 registered 
tonnage. She has two steam-powered 
turrets with IS-ton Woolwich muzzle
loading 10-lnch guns, which have a 
range up to four miles. Impressive In
deed. and what is more she has solid 
armor plate on her sides eight Inches 
thick.

As The Argus' says, she is not regard
ed as a handsome ship by any means, 
just a huge, long, square box, cut down 
straight at both ends and surmounted by 
a funnel, turrets and stunted masts, no 
topgallants at all.

She came up the bay at nine knots but 
her average speed out was four. She is 
billed as one of the finest vessels afloat, 
but. frankly, her voyage out sounds dis
turbing. For a start, nobody wanted to 
sail on an Ironclad. Captain Panter had 
to “rake the back slums of London to get 
a crew".

Cerberus left Plymouth on 7 Novem
ber and how she survived the t* 
through the Bay of Biscay Is a mlracl 
She had coal piled on her decks. St 
does not really have a keel and her indi
cators, which go to 35 degrees, ceased to 
function when she rolled at 40 degrees 
and her bottom was actually out of the 
water. Al one stage, a man was thrown 
from one side of (he captain's cabin to 
the other without ever touching the
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1.

2.

3.

thethat divers use4.

5.

6.

they should

club7. carryone a

8.

The9.

When 
boats

shipping movements
No divers to submerge if any ship

more 
from

"buddy" system

Boat Captain is to take responsibility in his boat to 
brief the divers on procedures to be adopted for the days 
diving.*

The Club advocates 
whenever possible.

For each Club dive the plan is to be announced and adhered 
to unless alteration is cleared by the Dive Captain.

diving as a group of boats under anchor one or 
should be manned to aid any calls of distress 

divers and ensure the safety of the other boats.

When problems arise on the surface and divers are on a bouy 
line they should be pulled up by the surface craft. The 
person 
buddies 
instruction.

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER 1988________________________________
V.S.A.G. SAFETY PROCEDURES

The Committee of the V.S.A.G. has determined the following safety 
procedures which are to be adhered to by all members on Club 
dives.

At least one boat diving each day should 
oxygen cylinder with adapter.
New members should always be paired with experienced divers 
in the Club. This procedure should be carried out for a 
considerable period after membership to ensure that the 
Club is satisfied with their capabilities and that they are 
given every confidence in their own ability and the ability 
of other members.

When diving in and around the Rip, 
should be checked out. 
is within sight.

craft.
holding on the bouy is to control the diving of his

and they should therefore surface on his

The Dive Captain is to take all responsibility for 
arrangements and safety for the days diving activities. 
The Club Safety Officer is to act only in the role of an 
observer and advisor to the Dive Captain.
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Marie-Claire, 
we I 
were

SOLOMON ISLANDS
by Mick Jeacle

From what 
the Solomons, we 

Well we needn't

BBQ
The
in

his lovely wife, comes from Mauritius.
had heard from Alex's past experiences in the Solomons, 

I somewhat worried about the food situation.

the next day we boarded an Air Pacific jet 
the Capital of Guadalcanal. We

After waiting many months, August 14 was soon upon us, signifying 
the commencement date of the trip of a lifetime. Pat Reynolds, 
Alex Talay, Igor Chernichov, Anthony Finnegan, Barry Truscott and 
self, together with relative families met at Igor's for a 
lunch prior to flying out for Brisbane that evening, 
atmosphere was exciting as we pondered what lay ahead for us 
the Solomon Islands for the next 17 days.

Brian, a former Sydneysider has spent almost the last 20 years in 
the Solomons. In the early '70's he was a salvage diver along 
with well known diver Wally Gibbons he removed several valuable 
items such as propellers etc. from the war wrecks. He is without 
doubt the best diver one could wish to see. A former Australian 
spearfishing champion, he also has a vast knowledge of seashells, 
and has even had a couple of shells which he discovered, named 
after him. He certainly loves his diving.

At 9.30 the next day we boarded an Air Pacific jet bound for 
Honiara, the Capital of Guadalcanal. We arrived at the 
destination 3 hours later where the weather was somewhat overcast 
and windy and the temperature around 29 C.
The
clearing customs, 
fly us to Gizo 
available to accommodate our party of six. 
it was evident that nothing could be done, 
kindly offered to stay back in Honiara 
available flight to Gizo scheduled for 12.45 p.m. 
day. The rest of us proceeded to Gizo where we were 
Solomon Islanders, Brian and Jerome and transferred 
charter vessel Wyuna anchored in Gizo Harbour.
hosts for the next 2 weeks, Brian and Marie-Claire Bailey.

pace at the airport could only be described as slow. After 
the blow came, the plane that was scheduled to
was in for service and only a 5 seater was

After much discussion 
Anthony and Alex

and catch the next
the following 

met by 
to our 

Here we met our
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DAY 2

another superb dive on the Toa Maru. 
that she was just as he remembered her.

and it would have been a night dive as it was quite
Most of the 25 minute trip back to Gizo

where one can penetrate this wreck to inspect old 
crockery, brass, engine room etc. etc. A great 

initiation to what the area has to offer. We returned to Wyuna 
where we had a feed of bacon and eggs and talked about the dive.

the
After loading

Alex and Finn flew in about 3.45 p.m. and while they settled in 
the rest of us went into Gizo township to purchase the grog 
supplies for the next 11 days on the boat. After loading the
grog on board, minus the cockroaches hiding inside the cartons we 
went for another superb dive on the Toa Maru. Alex commented 
later that she was just as he remembered her. Another half an 
hour and it would have been a night dive as it was quite gloomy 
when we left the water. 
Harbour was in the dark.

and Finn flew in about 3.45 p.m. 
rest of

Wyuna certainly had every comfort to make our stay enjoyable. 
Brian built the boat himself in 1980 in Cape Town, S.A. He then 
sailed it across himself in 1982 to the Solomons. See photos 
this issue and also in the near future you should all have the 
opportunity of seeing a video of the trip, featuring the boat and 
most of our underwater experiences.

After another great meal we broke out the cards and grog, which 
was to be the norm, for this time of the day throughout the trip.

After a light breakfast we took off around 9.30 in the aluminium 
dinghy for the wreck site of the Toa Maru, a Japanese troop ship. 
Upon entering the water we descended down the mooring line 
directly onto the bridge area in approximately 35 ft. of water, 
visibility was around 80 ft. Followed Brian who showed us some 
crockery which he uncovered on previous dives for all to see. 
Can't see it lasting though with all the yachties that pass 
through the place. We continued down to around 100 ft. where a 
small tank was sighted upside down on the bottom. There are many 
entrances where one can penetrate this wreck to inspect 
bottles, crockery, brass, engine room etc. etc. A i

We returned to I

have, because Marie-Claire was a marvellous cook and the variety 
and quantity she turned out did us proud. Thanks for the soup 
recipes Marie.
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DAY 3

DAY 4

water on a silty bottom, 
show up on the video, 
dived and it was worth the effort.

From here we traveled another 4 hours to Rendova Harbour where we 
were to stay the night. We arrived in time for a dive on a SBD 
Carrier Bomber in the Lagoon. The plane lies in about 40 ft. of

Visibility only about 15 ft. but should 
This was to be the only intact plane we

Sailed out of Rendova Harbour at 6.45 a.m. bound for Wickham 
Harbour. After nearly 5 hours we stopped at the Hele Islands for 
our first reef dive. The anchorage was fantastic here and the 
drop off was about 30 ft. from the back of the boat. Bazza, 
Brian and I decided to take the dinghy out to Hele Barn Reef some 
600 metres away as we thought the fish life out there would be 
better. I counted about 8 sharks on this dive which were mainly 
at around 130/140 ft., our maximum depth. Visibility was around 
80 ft. and there were many other colourful fish, including a 
small turtle that Bazza failed to catch. Upon returning to Wyuna 
it would appear that the other fellows had more sharks and fish 
right under the boat than we had out on the reef.

Raised anchor around 7.00 a.m. leaving Gizo bound for Borogo 
Lagoon, a 4 hour trip. Here we dived the Japanese freighter 
where the masts stick out of the water. Geoff got his porthole 
off this wreck some 4 years ago. Here also Brian showed just 
what a groveller he was as he dug through the mud deep Inside the 
ship, recovering a few beer and sake bottles. The water here is 
fairly dirty and silty due to fresh water which flows from a 
nearby river. Alex took the video down for the first time and I 
followed along with my torch in the hope that we could film 
inside the wreck. Not a bad dive and certainly worth seeing.

It was a long day and we worked up a fairly healthy thirst that 
night, we drank every cold can in the place along with most of my 
1 1/4 litre bottle of scotch which was supposed to last the 
whole trip. Heavy rain fell for a few minutes but the Lagoon was 
very calm and certainly picturesque.
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(

DAY 5

the 
show

local
i him

he
i the

the

attainable on 
interval we 
During the 
forgot to secure the lanyard. 
I was 20 ft.

During this 
chief came over 
where another wreck was.

Following a light breakfast we again dived the Kagawa Maru. 
Bazza made a bee-line for the porthole area and proceeded to play 
a mean tune with his hammer and chisel. Everyone was attracted 
by the noise including Alex who recorded the action on video. 
After 25 minutes it was still hanging by 2 bolts, but should be 

i the next dive. After a few hours of surface 
returned and a group effort saw the job completed, 

dive I changed my torch over to my left wrist but 
I did not notice it missing until 

from the surface so it was necessary to again dive 
this wreck before we leave Wickham Harbour.

Lunch followed the dive, after which we proceeded to Wickham 
Harbour, arriving at 5.15 p.m. Brian stated that we were way 
ahead of time by this stage and accordingly we could afford to 
stay here an extra day or two if we wish. We dived the Kagawa 
Maru in failing light and it was quite dark by the time we 
surfaced. This is an excellent wreck dive lying in about 90 ft. 
of water, plenty of portholes, some including unbroken glass, and 
all at about 60 ft! The wreck is completely open on top and 
quite safe to explore every nook and cranny. Fish life too was 
great and species sighted included Spanish mackerel, big travally 
and a large maori wrasse. We planned to dive this wreck again 
next morning when we will record it on video.

afternoon the fellow who calls himself 
to the boat and told Brian he would 

Whilst Brian appeared sceptical 
could not afford to ignore this chance and so he departed in 
dinghy with Stanley, Alex and the depth sounder to test 
story. Well they weren't disappointed. After a short period of 
time the depth sounder recorded a steep rise and it was quickly 
decided that a check out dive was to be the order of the day.
Alex had mentioned before they left that if it was a new wreck
then maybe the ship's bell might still be in the bridge. When he
and Brian descended about 30 ft., they saw the mast protruding
straight up from the depths and the adrenalin started to pump. 
They made a bee-line for the bridge area and you guessed it; the 
bell was there on the floor sitting upright and easily visible.
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To Be Continued . .

V.S.A.G. TENNIS PARTY & FUN RACE
NOVEMBER 20TH

Contact Paul Tipping on 387 2027

A DATE TO REMEMBER
2ND DECEMBER2ND DECEMBER 2ND DECEMBER

THE BICENTENNIAL BASH OF THE YEAR!!
V.S.A.G.'S END OF YEAR CHRISTMAS FUNCTION.

KEEP THIS EVENING FREE.
COMING!COMINGDETAILS COMING

This year the V.S.A.G. Tennis Party and Fun Race will 
be held at:

CRANBOURNE SOUTH TENNIS COURTS, 
BROWNS ROAD, 

CRANBOURNE SOUTH 
(MELWAY REF: 136 H3)
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10.00 a.m. - 2.00 p.m. 
Followed by B.B.Q.

B.Y.0. Food & Drinks
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For the rest of his days Alex will never forget nor will 
forgive himself for falling behind Brian by a mere 3 ft. 
was the margin by which he failed to seize the prize that i 
divers do not have the opportunity to even see on a wreck in 
entire lifetime. The look on his face said it all when 
returned to Wyuna, but his description of the wreck had us 
excited at the prospect of going down on her the next morning.
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FORTHCOMING EVENTS

V.S.A.G. COMPETITION DIVE13TH NOVEMBER

bewill

So don't miss it!!
13TH NOVEMBER, SORRENTO BOAT RAMP, 9.00 a.m.

(Note:

27TH NOVEMBER INTERCLUB DIVE

and John Lawler is the

So members, we really need your support and participation on this 
dive.*

stands a good chance of winning the 
- a big roll up for this dive should

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
FORTHCOMING EVENTS

with 
up 

ensure
a

and 
that

Judging criteria and actual dive area will be advised at the dive 
site.

Meeting place is Sorrento at 9.30 a.m. 
organizer (569 9851).

November 
Alex 

dive.

Divers kit bags and boats will be searched prior to dive 
start)!!??

coveted
clinch the

There will be a prize of $50.00 cash for the item judged to 
the best recovered, and a second prize of a dozen stubbies.

On 13th November V.S.A.G. will undertake a dive 
difference. Alex Talay will organize a sort of clean 
recovery dive. Details are being kept secret to 
members are not tempted to pre-plant items.

This year V.S.A.G.
Downlow Award 
deal.

On the 27th November V.S.A.G. and the other two clubs 
participating in the DOWNLOW AWARD COMPETITION; Marine Divers and 
Bottom Scratchers will hold a combined interclub dive.
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all

Notes on Fisheries laws are:

(i) No spearguns whilst using scuba.
(ii)

STREAKY BAY - SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
by Des Williams

and 
measure 
Abalone 

I above

The next notable event in the area was in 1839, when Edward John 
Eyre, the eminent explorer, established a base about 3 kms. from 
Streaky Bay which he used as a depot for his overland 
explorations to Point Bell and in 1840 to Albany an adventurous 
trip. The site of this depot became known as Eyre's Waterhole, 
and can still be seen today, just off the road to Port Kenny.

For all those booked in for our Christmas trip to Streaky Bay, 
here are a few notes of background and sights to see.

Abalone - maximum 5 per diver per day or 10 per boat.
- size 13cm. all species except Greenlip at 14.5cm.
- diver must carry a suitable measuring device 
measure abalone when removed from reef, i 
and replace immediately if undersized. i 
not to be removed from shell until landed 
highwater mark.

recorded sighting in the area was by Dutch explorer 
who reached this point in 1627 in the "Gulden 

However it was left to Mathew Flinders in 1802 to 
He named Streaky Bay after

The first
Peter Nuyts, who reached this point in 1627 in the 
Zeepard". However it was left to Mathew Flinders in 
really explore the southern coast, 
the bands of colour in the water made by the seaweed.

There are many scenic attractions around Streaky Bay, for the 
non-diving hours - such as: Point Labatt, approx. 55 kms. south, 
where you may observe the only permanent colony of sealions on 
the Australian mainland. Do I hear you say great white sharks 
eat seals!! Among the other trips and picnics Perlubie Beach, 
Cape Bauer, Back Beach, Smooth Pool, Little Islands, Doctor's

Do I hear you say great white
Among the other trips and picnics Perlubie

Smooth Pool, Little Islands, (
Beach, Corvisart Bay, the Dreadnoughts, Speeds Point, Yanerby and 
Sceale Bay and scenic Westall Way.
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See you at Streaky Bay!*

V.S.A.G. FILM NIGHT

OCTOBER 20TH

* 
*
*

At the October General Meeting (October 20th) Alex 
Talay will present a video movie of the V.S.A.G.'s recent 
trip to the Solomon Islands.
See such amazing scenes as:

Jeacle chasing sharks.
Alex Talay and the ships bell.
Igor pumping iron at 150 feet, etc. etc. etc.

ADMISSION FREE! 
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE.

DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS PREMIER OPENING NIGHT.
LIMITED SEASON.

(iii) Crayfish - bag limit of 5 crays per diver per day.
- it is an offence to take crays using a spear or 
pointed instrument.

- minimum legal size is 9.85cm. measured in the 
usual way from the median suture of the frontal 
tubercule to the posterior edge of the carapace.

(Note: As some of the language used and scenes 
depicted in this film may offend, members are advised 
not to watch or listen to certain parts if they are 
easily upset. In other words this is definitely not 
a show for whimps).
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NOTICE OF MEETINGS

I suggest also, 
now if you plan to go.
NOW!!

V.S.A.G. RETURN TO TRUK LAGOON 
by Des Williams

OCTOBER 20
NOVEMBER 17
DECEMBER 15

my
a

If
Des

<3
<0

<1
<3 <3 <3
<3 <1 <3 <1

•<

a ten
This goes

you
Williams now on 551 3201 if you would like to put your 

down for Truk Lagoon.

It is now eight years since we dived the fantastic Truk Lagoon in 
Micronesia and we still talk about the brilliant time we had.

At the October meeting I want to take names of those who would go 
on such a trip.

that you begin putting about $50.00 a week 
Open a "

healthy response.
trip. We
1990.

Would all members please note that the next General 
; Meetings of the V.S.A.G. will be the third Thursday 

of each month.
i.e. THURSDAY

THURSDAY
THURSDAY

Some members do meet for dinner prior to the meeting 
at the Homebush Hotel.

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

cannot attend the October 1988 meeting please telephone 
name

away
Target Saving Account" at a bank

More information next meeting.*
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

<3
<3
<
<3

<]<1
<]

Well, it is time we returned. At the last two meetings 
requests for an indication of numbers interested have met with

So I will now do some preliminary work on the 
would probably go somewhere between April and June of

As an indication, presently Aquarius Travel are running 
night programme (seven nights in Truk) for $2,648.00. 
via Honolulu. We may decide to have longer in Truk and we may or 
may not go through Aquarius.
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Dear John,

submitted

Looking forward to your next issue, we all need the laughs!
Regards,

Jane,

get some support and interest isyour

Editor

Your 
with

Jane Bowman 
a.b. Ocean Divers

Many thanks for your letter and articles which we have published 
in this issue's Media Watch.
It's always good to 
appreciated.

editorial in the August/September issue had me sympathizing 
you, as I too put together our monthly newsletter, and 

constantly battle for contributions from club members.
I have enclosed two photocopies of articles that were 
to me, and hope that they may be of use to you also.

I receive 'Fathoms' at the shop, and read it with great interest 
as I know some of V.S.A.G.'s members.
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DIVE/SOCIAL CALENDAR
Dive Captain Meet AtDate Event/Location

Oct 20

29- Warrnambool

Nov 13

Nov 17

Nov 20

Nov 27 Sorrento

Dec 2

Dec 11 Sorrento/Heads Area

Dec 15

V.S.A.G. Tennis Party & 
Fun Race
Details to be advised.

V.S.A.G. Christmas Function 
Details to be advised.

V.S.A.G. Trip to Streaky 
Bay, South Australia

Fig Tree
Caravan Park

Paul Tipping 
387 2027

Alex Talay 
772 3085

Sorrento 
9.00 a.m.

Sorrento 
9.00 a.m.

Sorrento
9.30 a.m.

Dec 26-
Jan

Oct :
Nov 1

Port Phillip Heads Alex Talay
Competition Dive 772 3085
(See separate notice in Fathoms)

Mick Jeacle 
059 71 2786 

(See separate notice in Fathoms)

R. Luxford 
059 71 1318 

Followed by family Bar-B-Que lunch.

John Lawler 
569 9851

See notice in

General Meeting - North Melbourne Football Club 
8.00 p.m.

This will be an interclub dive. 
Fathoms.

General Meeting - North Melbourne Football Club
8.00 p.m.

General Meeting - North Melbourne Football Club 
8.00 p.m.


